ABSTRACT

This Community Service (PkM) aims to build awareness and train parents to become digitally literate parents. The Covid-19 pandemic has an impact on the teaching and learning process in schools, Distance Learning (PJJ) is an effective solution so that learning continues and students remain safe from contracting the virus. Digital technology has a positive or negative impact depending on the user. Children have a great opportunity to surf in cyberspace and are vulnerable to exposure to pornography. On the other hand, there are parents who are busy working outside the home, so they are not able to supervise their children optimally. The community service team took the initiative to hold a workshop on the use of Google Family. The community service team collaborated with the Imogiri State Elementary School to train their parents to use the Google Family application. The Google Family app is designed to help parents set ground rules and guide their child's experience when he or she is browsing online. PkM (community service) is planned to be implemented in two stages. The first stage is the implementation of a workshop which includes material presentation and training using Google Family. The second stage is the implementation of mentoring.
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